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Abstract (300 words):

Instagram is a social media platform that counts 1 billion of monthly active users, 500 million of daily active users and 400 million users watching stories on a daily basis.

Academia cannot ignore such a powerful instrument and should start to understand, analyze and manage the visual and social power of this new tool, in order to allow new generations of architects to discover fruitful and creative ways of communicating process, projects and concepts. Future generations should be also able to convert the app to new and unpredictable uses, with the aim of, not only communicating, but also researching, discussing, producing, designing in a renovated way.

Students have to be trained to the power of instant images and should be able to use it at the service of their critical thinking and design skills.

The fragmented reality presented by new social media can be the method to interpret reality and respond with renovated creativity to the project challenge.
The new tool has to be understood in relationship with the historical and theoretical scenario, revising Benjamin’s *The Work of Art in the Age of Mechanical Reproduction* and looking at the new phenomenon as a contemporary and updated version of Mnemosyne Atlas by Aby Warburg, where instantaneous sharing plays a new and strategic role.

The paper will present some experiments held in the Courses of Theory of Architecture and Architecture Study Tour Abroad by the author, at the American University in Dubai. They will be integrated with a deeper investigation of the aspects and opportunities presented by the social media platform in the field of architecture.
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